St. Joseph’s Catholic Primary School
Year 6 Art and Design Long Term Overview
Term

Topic

Autumn
2

FALLEN FIELDS

Key Learning
Use the work of artists to replicate ideas or
inspire own work.
Use a range of mediums on a range of
backgrounds
Use colour- watercolours/ chalk to express
feelings looking at hue, tint, tone, shades and
mood.

Activities
Look at following pieces of War art:
Over the Top by John Nash- Oil
Gassed by John Singer Sargent- Oil
A Battery Shelled by Percy Wyndham
Lewis- Abstract
The field of Passchendaele by Paul
Nash- Modern-watercolour/chalk
Respond to art based on Blooms
Taxonomy:
Knowledge- What do you see?
Comprehension- What is it about?
Application- What can you tell from
what you see?
Analysis- What do you think?
Synthesis- How would you evaluate
the content?
Evaluation- How does it make you
feel?
Create own ‘War themed’ painting
using some of the artists skills
studied

Vocabulary
perspective
proportion
mood
abstract
hue
tint
tone
shades

Term

Topic

Spring 1

BLOOD HEART

Key Learning
Shape, form model and join clay.

Explore the use of colour for purpose.

Use embellishments to enhance a piece of art.

JAPAN(1WEEK))

To produce increasingly accurate drawings of
people
Use colour- watercolours/ chalk to express
feelings looking at hue, tint, tone, shades and
mood.

Activities
Model a heart from clay or
plasticine, using photographs taken
during the dissection to help them
sculpt. Use their sculpture to explain
how the heart works.
Use ready-mixed paint, Brusho and
ink in different shades of red to
create abstract paintings. Employ a
range of tools to blow, smudge,
paint, mark and print the liquids.
Note: If painted on fabric, children
could use red beads, sequins, wools
and threads to add embellishment to
their blood red artwork. Search
online images for ‘abstract red art’ to
find examples to inspire the
children’s creative thinking and
project these onto the IWB.
Children to learn to draw a Manga
Character ( lesson on Twinkl)

Vocabulary
shape
form
model
Join
embellish
blow
smudge
mark
hue
tint
tone
shades
mood

Term

Topic

Summer
2

DARWINS DELIGHTS

Key Learning
To produce increasingly accurate drawings of
objects in nature
Know how to organise line, tone shape and
colour to represent objects in nature
Use block printing to replicate a pattern.
Use a full range of pencils, charcoals inks or
pastels when creating a piece of observational
art.

Explore environmental patterns focusing on
shape, form, pattern and colour.

Activities
Work outdoors to sketch plants,
flowers and trees, looking carefully
to accurately capture their shape,
form, pattern and colour.
Work in coloured pencil and use a
hand lens or digital microscope to
examine very fine details.
Make a simple block print by
translating one drawing into a
polystyrene tile for printing.

Vocabulary
stippling
cross-hatching
overlapping
shape
form
pattern

Use fine ink pens to make detailed
drawings in their sketchbooks of
different types of shells, including
barnacle shells. Use a hand lens or a
digital microscope to observe fine
details of the shell, including its
many lines and shapes. Apply an ink
wash to their drawings to add
shadow and tone and then label
them with the name of the shell or
animal that lived in it.

Outdoor Learning Opportunities
Children where possible to go outside and sketch plants flowers and trees using their sketch books to collect ideas to be developed in the classroom.

